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The capability of a finite state machine constructed of component machines in a composition 
with feedback is shown to be greater than the capabilities of series-parallel (or cascade) com- 
positions of these same components. A measure of the amount of feedback in a construction is 
defined and a hierarchy of classes of machines is obtained by increasing the amount of feedback 
permitted in the members of each class. 
Introduction 
The Krohn-Rhodes Prime Decomposition Theorem characterizes the strucztire of 
semigroups in terms of their basic building blocks, the simple groups and the unit 
semigroups. Moreover, the algebraic theory carries over to the structure of finite 
state machines in that each machine can be simulated by another which i: COR- 
strutted by a series-parallel composition of the corresponding fundamental 
machines. 
The nature of a series-parallel composition is that it induces a partial ordering on 
its components in such a way that the functioning of a component cannot be 
affected by the functioning of another component which is higher in the ordering. 
That is, there is no feedback. 
This paper examines the capability of a machine which is constructed by a com- 
position in which there is feedback. In particular, the composition has circular feed- 
back. That is, the machine is constructed of other machines hooked in a circle. 
Certain restrictions on the hook-ups between components in a circle are placed, and 
a certain interpretation on how a circle of components produces output is given. 
Then it is shown that the capability of a machine so constructed may be greater than 
that of every series-parallel composition of these same component machines. In 
addition, a hierarchy of classes of machines is obtained by allowing the members 
of a higher class to contain a circular feedback composition of member:; of the 
classes below. This hierarchy is shown to be proper at the lowest levels. 
*The research for this paper was supported in part by the Saint Mary’s College Faculty Development 
Fund. 
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The basic unit machine from which all constructions of increasing complexity will 
be built is a nerve net consisting of a single neuron with no axons to itself and no 
inhibition on its axons. If the input to the neuron exceeds the threshold of the 
neuron then the neuron is turned on; otherwise it is turned off. At each moment 
the effect of the input to such a neuron is independent of what state the neuron was 
in previously. That is, there is no memory. The level 0 class of machines in the 
above-mentioned hierarchy contains those machines which can be simulated by a 
series-parallel (or cascade) composition of these basic unit machines. At level i, 
machines which can be simulated by a cascade composition of level i- 1 machines 
and circular compositions of level i- 1 machines are included. 
The semigroup of state transition maps induced by inputs into a machine may be 
used to measure the capabiliy of a machine. At level 0, because of the absence of 
memory, the associated semigroups may be constructed from unit semigroups con- 
taining only constant maps. At level 1, a neuron may have a path to itself, and its 
present state may depend on its past, thus memory is introduced. The associated 
semigroups may be constructed from unit monoids. At level 2 it is shown that the 
semigroups may contain cyclic subgroups, but that all subgroups are solvable. At 
level 3 the special inear groups, PSL,(ZZ), appear in a natural way, and at level 4 
the commutator subgroups of the orthogonal groups, O&(2), appear. 
This paper is organized in the folllJwing manner. 
In Section 1 preliminary algebraic and machine notation, definitions, and 
theorems are given. 
In Section 2 the formal definition of circular feedback is presented, and the 
hierarchy of machines with increasing feedback is defined. 
In Section 3 the properness of the hierarchy for levels 0, I, 2, and 3 is shown by 
considering the corresponding semiyroups, and the semigroups at level 4 are 
esamincd. 
Section 4 contains some comments on motivation and generalizations. 
1. Preliminaries 
Most of the notation, definitions, and theorems in this section are taken from 
articles in [ 11. A reader familiar with this material may wish to skip to Section 2. 
There are three areas which need preliminary definitions. These are machines, 
semigroups, and the relation between machines and semigroups. 
1.1. Definition. A state output automaton or machine is a 6-tuple M= 
(Q, A, B, qo, S, A) where Q is a finite set called the set of states, A is a finite set 
called the input n/~3hahc~i, B is a finite set called the outprrl alphabet, qOc Q is the 
initial mte, (r is a function 6 : Q x A -+Q called the next-state function, and ;i is a 
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function A : Q-*B called the output function. (Note that in this version 1 depends 
only on Q and produces a single symbol in B.) 
The interpretation of the action of the machine is that if at time t it is iat state 
q and is receiving input Q then it changes to state 8(q, a) and outputs n(&q,a)). 
Extend S to a function 8: Q x A+ + Q by defining for each qE Q and 
aeA, &q,a)=&(q,a) and for alrap ,..., a,EA, n>l, 8(q,ala2-a,,)= 
&f(q,ala2 -a,-lxa,). 
As a sequence of inputs from A enters the machine a sequence of outputs from 
B exits. In this way each machine computes a function from A+ to B. 
1.2. Definition. Let M = (Q, A, B, qo, S, 1) be a machine. Then the function 
of the machine, M f, is the function MI: A+ -+ B defined by Mf(ala2 --- a,) = 
I(8(qo,alaz-a,)) for a,,a+-,a,+A, nr 1. 
One machine can be simulated by another if the function of the first can be com- 
puted by the second by encoding the inputs to the former so that they are compatible 
with the latter, then computing the function of the second, and then decoding the 
outputs. 
1.3. Definitions. Let Mi = (Qi, Ai, Big qoi, 6i, Ai) for i= 1,2 be two machines. Then 
M2 simulates Ml if there exists homomorphisms hl : A;C*A; and hz : BT*BF such 
that hp M{o h, = M{. In this case we say M, divides M, written Ml 1 M2. 
Two obvious ways to hook-up machines are <series and parallel compositions. 
Here the cascade composition is presented which contains series and parallel com- 
positions as special cases. In a cascade of Mz with Ml, the input into Ml depends 
only on external input, and the input to Ml depends on external input and the 
previous state of Ml. 
1.4. Definition. Let Mi = (Qi, Ai, Bi, qoi, Lsi, Ai) for i= 1,2 be two machines. Let A 
be a finite set, h a function h : A x Q1 + A*, and g a function g : A -+A 1. A cascade 
composition of M2 with MI with connecting map h, Ml x, M2, is a machine 
M=(Q,xQz,A,B,xBz,qolxq02,~,j3-) where for qiEQi, i=l,2 and aEA, 
6((q1,q2?,a)=(6,(q1,g(a)),62(q,,h(a,Al(qt)))) and ~(41,42)=(~,(ql),~?(q2)). 
Fig. 1 
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Diat,ramatically, a cascade composition appears as in Figure 1. Note that if the 
value of the function h is independent of the state q1 of M1 then the cascade is a 
parallel composition, and if the value of h is independent of the external input, a, 
then the cascade is a series composition where the output from M1 to Mz is delayed 
one unit of time. The advantages of the cascade composition are discussed in [ 11. 
The essential property in each of these types of composition is that there are no 
loops, i.e., no feedback. The cascade composition can easily be extended to three 
or more machines. 
1.5. Definition. Let . ff be a collection of machines. Define cascade (. 4) = set of 
machines which can be simulated by a cascade composition of members of ,A’//. 
Semigrolip preliminaries 
1.6. Definition. A right action semigroup is a triple (A’, S, 0) where X and S are 
non-empty sets, 0 is a function, 0: XX S-+X, and for a!1 s1 ,s2 E S there exists 
5% E S such that O(O(x,s,), s2) = 0(x, s3) for all XE X. In this case we write sI s2 =s3. 
When 0 is understood we write (X, S) for (X, S, 0) and xs for 0(x, s). The action 
is juirhful if for all sl,s+S if s1 #s2 then for some VEX, xsl #xsz. If the action 
is faithful then multiplication is well defined in S and S is called the underlying 
semigroup of (X, S). 
Given a semigroup S, let S’ =S if S contains an identity, and otherwise 
S’ = S U { 1) where 1 $ S, multiplication in S is unchanged and 1 is the identity of 
SU ( I >. Let (S’, S) denote the right action semigroup (S’, S, 0) where @(sl, s) =S,S 
for all s1 E S’ and SE S. 
1.7. Definition. Given two right action semigroups (X, S) and (Y, T), (X, S) divides 
(I’, T), (X, S) 1 (Y, T), if there exists a subset Y’ of Y, a subsemigroup T’ of T, a 
function, h’, from Y’ onto X, and a homomorphism, h, from T’ onto S such that 
for all _V’C Y’ and t’~ T’ (1) y’tk Y’ and (2) h’(y’t’) = h’( y’)h(t’). Pictorially we 
have the following commutative diagram: 
i 
h(t’) 
1 
x-x 
vision in right-action semigroups can be shown to be transitive. Given two 
3 S and T, we say S divides T if (S’, S) 1 (T’, T). 
ay be combined by the direct product or the more general Wreath 
e direct product as a special case. 
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1.8. Definition. Let (Xi, Si) for i = 1,2 be two right action semigroups. The Wreath 
product of (Xl, SI) and (X2, Sz), (Xl, S1)l(Xz, Sz), is the right action semigroup 
(X, S) where X=X, x X2 and S is the set of all pairs (sr, h) where s1 E SI , h is a 
function, h : X, -‘S2, and where for all x= (XI, x2) E X and s= (or, h) E S, xs= 
(x1, +)(sr, h) = (~~s~,~$z(x,)). Note that if the function h is restricted to being a 
constant function then S is the direct product Sr x Sz. Note that if the action in the 
factors is faithful then so is the action in the Wreath product. 
The product can easily be extended to three or more right action semigroups. 
1.9. Definition. Let .M be a collection of faithful right action semigroups. Define 
@( 9’) = wreath closure divisor of Y = set of right action semigroups (Y, T) such that 
(Y, T) ((Xl, S,)l(Xz, S#*-l(Xn, Sn) for nl: 1, (Xi, Si)E c% i= 1, . . ..n. Define 
w(Y) = set of underlying semigroups of the members of I!@‘). 
Certain combinatorial semigroups, i.e., containing no non-trivial subgroups, will 
be important in the sequel. The action of each is given in the tables below. Ci 
denotes the constant map to i. I denotes the identity map. The name of the under- 
lying semigroup of each appears below the table. 
F 7% 5 Fe; 
UO Ul uz r/3 
These semigroups are called unit semigroups. They are particularly imlportant in 
view of the following definitions and theorem, The theorem is the an;alogue for 
semigroups to the Jordan-Holder Theorem for groups. 
1.10. Definition. A semigroup S is irreducible if (S’, S) ( (St4 Sl)l(Sl, A$) implies 
(S’, S) I ($9 s, 1 or G’, 9 ] <$, Sz). 
1.11. Definition. Let S be a semigroup. Let Primes(S) = {G: G is a simple group 
and (G, 6) 1 (S ‘, S)} . Let 9’ be a collection of semigroups. Let P.rimes(.i > = 
U SE ,Primes(S). 
1.12. Theorem. Prime decomposition theorem for finite semigroups 
(Krohn-Rhodes). 
(a) The set of finite irreducible semigroups = the set of simple groups U the set 
of unit semigroups. 
(5) Let S be a finite semigroup, Y a collection of finite semigroups. Then 
Skz %(LW ( W3)) iff Primes(S) C Primes(Y). 
For a proof, see [I]. 
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Relationships bet ween machines and semigroups 
Each input string to a machine M= (Q, /1, B, qo, d, A) induces a transition map on 
Q. That is, let w E A+ and define JWV : Q-+Q by fw(q) = &q, w). 
1.13. Definition. Let M= (Q, A, B, qo, S, A) be a machine. Let (Q, MS, 0) be the 
right action semigroup where MS= {f:Q+Q such that there exists WEA+ with 
f = fw } and 0 : Q x MS -+Q is defined by O(q, f) = f(q). The underlying semigroup, 
MS, is called the semigroup of the machine. Let -4 be a collection of machines. 
Define .IP=(MS:ME.//}. 
1.14. Definition. Let S be a semigroup. Define S”=machine of S=(S’, S, S, 1, SJ) 
where S(s,,s2)=slsz for all sl,s2~S1 and A(s)=s for all DES’. 
The following theorem gives the important relationship between the semigroups 
of the components of a cascade composition of machines and the semigroup of the 
whole machine. The theorem states that the semigroup of the total divides the 
Wreath product of the semigroups of the components. (Again the proof is in [ 11.) 
1.15. Theorem. Let f/ be a collection of machines. Then (cascade(. #))’ c 
n(P). ‘. 
Theorem 1.15 yields the following useful result. If .R’ is a collection of machines 
and T is an irreducible semigroup such that I” does not divide MS for each ME I 4 
then T does not divide the semigroup of each cascade composition of members of 
11. This fact will be used frequently in the following sections. 
2. Circular feedback in nerve nets 
The reader unfamiliar with nerve nets may wish to use [4] as a reference. The 
nt’rke net here contains a minor restriction in the structure and a major modification 
in the interpretation of the usual model. The restriction is that the nets will possess 
only excitor-y axons. That is, the firing of one neuron will not inhibit the firing of 
anot her. Such nets are called inhibition free. 
2.1[. Definition. An (inhibition free) nerve net, L, is a 4-tuple L = (N, A, I, t) where 
P-. .-t ) is a. directed graph (A may contain multiple edges), I is a finite set each 
er of which is assigned to a member of N (each member of I is an edge with 
no beginning node but ending at its assigned member of N), and t is a function, 
t: ,2’-Gc;.. il: is called the set of neurons, A the set of internal axons, I the set of input 
UYOKS, and t the threshold assignmew function. For each n EN, t(n) is called the 
r~~~~{~~~~ of n. Let B” c A be the set of axons beginning at n. Let E” c A UI be the 
2\a,n\ Cncling at n. 
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Pictorially, neurons will be represented as isoceles triangles, each enclosing a 
number equal to its threshold, e.g., 4. Each input axon will be represented as a 
line ending in a solid dot near a leg of the triangle representing the neuron assigned 
to the input axon, e.g., 
l d . 
And. each internal axon, (nr, n2) for ni EN i- - 1,2, as a line from the base of the 
triangle representing nl to a solid dot near a leg of the triangle representing n2, 
e.g., 
4 4 . 
For simplicity if there are more than one axon between two neurons, they may all 
be represented as a branching line, e.g., 
The restriction to inhibition free nets is necessary for the results in Section 3 and 
is discussed further in Section 4. 
At each moment of time (time is considered as discrete moments) a neuron is 
either firing (on =. 1) or not firing (off = 0). If it is firing, it sends a pulse along each 
internal axon beginning at the neuron. A neuron will fire if the number of internal 
or input axons incident to it which contain pulses equals or exceeds its threshold. 
In this way each neuron computes a logical function on its incident axons, called 
its threshold function. We will consider all pulses to travel synchronously along all 
axons and the computation of the threshold functions to be instantaneous. 
A nerve net may be considered as a machine by letting its state at time t be the 
set of neurons in the net which are firing at time t. The major modification 
mentioned above is in the interpretation of how the net changes state. Here the 
important feature is that certain designated subsets of the net will ‘stabilize’ before 
they send pulses along their axons to other portions of the net. In the usual model 
the neuron is the unit of computation, computing its threshold function and sending 
an output. Here a subset of neurons compute a more complex function before 
sendin,g information to the rest of the net. This model will be called a locally stable 
Fig. 2 LXALLY STAN E N ET 
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nlTbv4 nert. Some comments on its origin appear in Section 4. 
Before proceeding to a formal definition the example in Figure 2 demonstrates 
the difference between the usual model and this one. The locally stable net computes 
in one unit of time the function that takes two units of time to compute in the usual. 
model. 
More generally, in a locahy stable net, a subset of neurons may be partitioned into 
smaller sets, each set of which is partitioned into yet smaller sets, and so on, where 
the smaller sets at each level must stabilize before their union stabilizes. 
2.2. Definition. A /oca(ly stable nerve net, (l.s.n.), is a net L =(N, A, I, t) :!lnd a 
finite sequence of partitions of N,P&, . . . , P,, where Pi is a refinement of Pi+ 1, 
i-l , .., , r - I. r is called the rank of L, and if the partition sequence isempty r = 0. 
The partitions, PI, determine a sequence of increasing subsets of A. Let Ai, the i-th 
/eve/ uons, = the axons in A whose endpoints are members of the same element of 
P,, i= I,..., r. Let A,,, -=,4. Since Pi is a refinement of Pj+l then /licAi+,, 
i= l,l..,r. 
2.3. Definition. Let L = (Iv, AJ, t) with partition sequence PI, Pz, . . . , P, be an 
1.s.n. Let 0 be a subset of N. Then a machine interpretation of L with output 0 is 
a machine M=(2”,2’,2’,So,S,A) where S,cN, A:2N+20 is defined by A(S)=SnO 
for each SC N, (and a’ is defined by the following procedure. 
For each set /I’c A WI let F(A’) designate the set of members of A’ which carry 
;z pulse. Let Al, .4:, . . . , A,, 1 be determined from P1, . . . , P, as above. Now suppose 
.il ic in state S and .I is input. 
First a!1 input axons in J and all internal axons beginning at neurons in S carry 
a pulse and no other axons carry a pulse. That is, F(A UI) = JU UnEs B”. 
if r - 0, the nest state is computed directly from the axons carrying pulses That 
is, d(S,J)=(n~N:~F(AUl)n.L”izt(n)}. 
Otherwise, begin the level 1 computation as follows. F(A U I- A,) is held fixed 
while for each Sr in P, the neurons in Sr sirnultaneously compute their threshold 
functions, change F(A,) only, recompute their threshold functions with the new 
value of F(A,), again change F(A,), and repeat this process until F(A,) does not 
change. At this point F(A2) is changed to correspond to the threshold function 
computed by their beginning neurons. Call this the completion of the level 1 
computation. 
NW ‘uppose the level i computation is complete for some i, 15 is r - 1. To per- 
the level i + I computation the level i computation is repeated until F(Ai+ l) 
s point F(A, + 2 ) is changed, and the level i+ 1 computation 
, . . . , r - I, computation is complete the level i + 1 computa- 
tion ic, begun. When the level r computation is complete M is in the next 
$1 
efined formally in Section 4. 
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A few important observations hould be made here. 
Note 1: When the level i computation is complete, the computation is begun again 
at level 1, since to perform the level i+ 1 computation the level i computation is 
repeated, and to perform the level i computation the level i- 1 computation is 
repeated, and so on. 
Note 2: It is quite possible that at some level the computation is never completed 
because the net does not stabilize. In this case the next state function is not defined. 
Note 3: Suppose Pr contains the single element N. Then when the r-th level com- 
putation is complete the entire net is stable. In this case if the input J is repeated 
the net will remain in the same state. That is, if 6(S, J) =S, then S(S,, J)=S,. 
Let L be an 1.s.n. Let LS=MS where A4 ’ IS a machine interpretation of L. (Since 
MS is independent of 0, Ls is well defined.) If 2’ is a collection of l.s.n.‘s let 
X’S={LS:LEY}. 
The concept behind local stability is that the unit of computation in a net need 
not be the neuron but rather a subset of neurons. In fact the sequence of partitions 
is a way of constructing larger units of computation from smaller ones. The 
interesting case occurs when some sets in Pi are connected in a loop by axons 
in Ai+l. 
For each i= 1 , . . . , r and each QE Pi define the subnet LQ = (Q, A,, IQ, tQ) where 
AQ= the axons in Ai with both endpoints in Q, i.e., A,=A,fJ UneQPy\l Uncr) E”, 
IQ = the input axons and the internal axons that end in Q but do not begin in Q, 
i.e., IQ = UncQ En M UnEO B”, and tQ is the threshold assignment function, t, 
restricted to Q. Each member R E Pi+ l is a union of members of Pi so that LR is 
constructed from the subnets LQ such that QC R, where the subnets are linked 
together by axons in AR+. 
For each REP,.+~ consider the digraph whose vertices are the subnets LQ : Q c R, 
QEP~, and whose edges correspond to axons in Ai+l between Q1,Qzc R. If this 
digraph has no closed paths, i.e., no cycles, then clearly LR is a cascade composi- 
tion of LQ : Q c R. Algebraically then, by Theorem 1.15, the semigroup of a 
machine interpretatioqn of LR divides a Wreath product of the semigroups of the 
LQ’S. 
In this paper a particular class of nets will be examined in which LR does exhibit 
feedback for at least one R E Pi+ 1, for each i. In particular the case will be 
examined where the digraph above is a simple closed path, that is, a circle. Some 
interesting algebraic properties result. 
For the following definitions let L = (N, A, I, t) with partition sequence 
P,,P2, l *-9 P, be a locally stable net. Let PO be the discrete partition of N, i.e., 
PO = ({n} : n EN}. Let Al, . . . , A, be determined as above. 
efinition. Let the i-th level graph, Gi, i = 1, . . . , r + 1, be the digraph whose 
vertices are the members of Pi_ 1 and whose edges = {(Q1, Q2): QI, Q2 E Pi_ 1 and 
there exists an axon in Ai from a neuron in Q1 to a neuron in (22). 
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It should be noted that Gj does not contain multiple edges. However a particular 
count on the multiplicity in an edge will be important in the sequel. 
2.5. Definition. G,, iz 2, is k-linked if for each edge (Qi, Q2) in Gi there are at 
most k members, QI1, Q12, .. . , Qlk, of Pi-2 such that for each j= 1, . . . ,k there is an 
axon in A, from a neuron in Qu to a neuron in Q2. L is k-linked if Gi is k-linked 
i=2,...,r. 
2.6. Definition. L is Iocalr connected if for each i = 1, . . . , r and each Q in Pi the 
subgraph of G, with vertices = {Qt : Qt E Pi_ 1 and Q1 c Q} and all edges in Gi con- 
necting these vertices is a connected graph. (It should be noted that these subgraphs 
are the connected components of Gi.) 
2.7. Definition. L has circrrlar feedback if for i = 1, . . . , r the connected components 
of G, are singletons or circles. That is, if C is a connected component of Gi, then 
C consists of a single vertex or C consists of distinct vertices ul, v2, .. . , v,~ and edges 
~~~l*L’*4),~L’~,~!),..*,(oM-,,~,)1),~~m,~~). 
G+ 1 is not included in the above defiAion. In fact the structures to be studied 
are those in which all feedback occurs locally, i.e., in the graphs G,, . . . , G,.. 
2.8. Definition. L is rrltirnately sequential if G,, 1 contains no closed paths. (It 
should be noted that if L is ultimately sequential then L is a cascade composition 
of {+: QeP,}.) 
The remainder of this papal concerns the class of inhibition free, locally stable, 
locallv connected, 2-linked, ultimately sequential nerve nets with circular feedback. 
These shall be called circular feedback nets, the class referred to as CFN. Comments 
on the restrictions for membership in this class appear in Section 4. 
2.9. Let CFN, be the class of nets L in CFN whose partition sequence has length r. 
It should be noted that if L E CFN, has partition sequence Pi, . . . , P, then an 
equivalent net in CFN,, 1 can be constructed by letting Pr+ 1 = P,. Therefore 
CFK; c CFN;, 1 and there exists a hierarchy in CFN’. The properness of this 
icrarchy is the subject of the next section. 
3. The C’FN hierarchy 
is section the semigroups of the machine interpretations of the nets in CFN, 
for r= 0, 1,2,3,4. It will be shown that CFNF$CFNF+ 1 for 
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r=O, 1,2 so that the class of machines which can be simulated by a net in CFN, is 
a smaller class than those that can be simulated by a net in CFN,,,. 
3.1. Theorem. Let L &FNO. Then L% W(cI,, U,). 
Proof. Since L has rank 0 there is no partition sequence, and since L is ultimately 
sequential then L is a cascade composition of single neurons. Consider the machine 
of a single neuron and its input axons. The states of the machine = {off, on} but 
regardless of what s’t,ate the machine is in, it will be turned on if the input exceeds 
its threshold and turned off otherwise. Therefore the semigroup of the machine is 
isomorphic to either W0 or 2.J. The result follows from Theorem 1.15. 0 
3.2. Theorem. There exists L,, Lz E CFN, for which L$z U2 and L$ U3. 
Proof. Consider the net in Figure 3 where both have the partition consisting. of the 
singleton of the neuron. In L1 if input i is off it induces the identity map on the 
states of L, , and if it is on it induces the constant map, Cl. Therefore LYE. U,. In 
L2 the input i, = iz =off induces the map Co, the input ir = iz = on induces C,, and 
the inputs il =on and & =off or i, =off and iz = on induce 1. Therefore 
LSEUJ. El 
3.3. Corollary. CFNi5 CFNS. Cl 
To completely describe rank 1 nets we need the following lemma. 
3.4. Lemma. Suppose L = (N, A, I, t) E CFN, and the 1st level graph of L consists 
of a singie component, and suppose a is an input to L (interpreted as a machive). 
Then either a induces a constant map on the states of L or the range of the map 
induced by a consists of two states, X0 = 0 and X, = N, the map is the identity map 
nn these two states, and the map is undefined on all other states. 
Fig. 4 
, \ \ /. 
‘,-__ : _/’ -__ _c- _- 
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Proof. By hypothesis, L is a single neuron or a single circle as in Figure 4. In the 
former case L E CFNO. So assume the latter, and suppose a is an input to L which 
does not induce a constant map, ime., f,# Cx for each XI= N. Then the range of & 
contains at least two states, X0 and X1. Then there must be some neuron which is 
off in one of these states (X0 say) and on in the other. Number the neurons 
192 , . . . , m beginning with this neuron. Since L is a locally stable net, the neurons 
are stable in either X0 or X1. Clearly the condition of neuron 2 is completely 
determined from the input and the condition of neuron 1. Similarly for 3,4,, . . . , m. 
So if the state of any neuron in X0 is the same as its state in X1, then the state of 
all neurons must be the same. Then since the net is inhibition free, all neurons must 
be off in X0 and on in X,. Since the next state function is determined by the net 
being stable then f, is the identity map on X0 and X1. 
Now consider the action of f. on some state X. Suppose neuron j is on in state 
X. Since fu maps X, to X1 and the state of neuron j+ 1 (mod m) is determined by 
a and j then in the first step of the level 1 computation neuron j+ 1 is turned on. 
In the next step neuron j+ 2 is turned on and so on. Similarly if neuron j is initially 
off. Therefore the level 1 computation can only be completed if X= X1, or 
x=x,. Y-: 
3.5. Theorem. Let L E CFNt . Th,on L% l+‘(UO, WI, U2, &). 
Proof. By definition of rank 1, L has a single partition PI each member of which, 
along with its internal axons, is a single neuron or a circle. Since 1. is ultimately 
sfzquential, it is sufficient to consider only one member of Pt by Theorem 1.15. So 
consider the subnet of a single member of PI. Suppose an input sequence a1 a2 --- a,, 
induces a permutation on some states. Clearly if fa, is a constant map for some j 
then so is .(O,a,.._o,. Therefore by Lemma 3.4 each fo, is the identity map, and the 
permutation is trivial. The result follows from Theorem 1.12. El 
3.6. Theorem. For each n ZE 1 there exists L,, E CFN: such that Li contains the 
cyclic group 2”. 
Proof. Consider the net L, in Figure 5, where the partition sequence of 
L, is P,={(1) ,..., (2n)) and P2={1,2 , . . . ,2n}. Let input a send a pulse along the 
input axons to each of the odd numbered neurons, and input b send a pulse to each 
of the even numbered neurons. Let Si, i= 1 , . . . ,2n, be the state where the i-th 
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neuron is on and all others are off. Then on these states fI and fb are the maps 
fatsi) z 
if i is odd, 
if i is even, 
and 
fb(‘i) = 2+, if i is even, ifi is odd 
¶ 
and fab is the permutation of order n, fab(Si) = Si+l(mod 2,~on the set 
{Si : i=2,4, . . ..2n). Cl 
3.7. Corollary. CFNf5;CFNf. q 
Suppose that L E CFN2. Since L is ultimately sequential then L, interpreted as a 
machine, is a cascade composition of the subnets, LQ for each Q in Pl. It will be 
shown that L$ contains only solvable subgroups from which it follows by 
Theorems 1.15 and 1.12 that Ls contains only solvable subgroups. We proceed 
with a series of lemmas. 
3.8. Lemma. Let L be a net as in Lemma 3.4 interpreted as a machine. Let al and 
a2 be two inputs into L such that al c a:. Let X0 = 0, X1 = N. Then either 
(a) fa, and fa2 are both the identity map on (X0, X1 >, 
(b) fa, is the identity map and faz = C,, = the constant map onto Xl, 
(c) faz is the identity map and fa, = C,,, or 
W fo,= G, and f,, = Cs2 for some S1 and S2 such that S1 C S2. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 3.4, the fact that the net is 
inhibition free, and the hypothesis that a2 provides equal or more input pulses than 
al to each neuron. Cl 
The remaining lemmas concern a subnet, LQ, for some Q E P2. Such a nee< is 
pictured in Figure 6. The set Q=Q1UQ2U-UQm, m<l, where QjEPl, 
j= 1, . . . . m, is either a single neuron or a circle of neurons. 
Fig. 6 
\ 
‘. ._Q m -. d 3 ,/’ --._ , -_ c/X ---___ __ -. ----_______--- _- 
Let G, be a subgroup of Li and let ?VG = { SI, Sz. _. . , S,) be a maximal set of 
states on which 6, acts transitively. Let w = ala2 l -a a, be an input sequence into LQ 
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which induces the permutation f, = n on YG . Assume G, is non-trivial. 
For each ai occurring in w the level 1 computation may be repeated several times 
with the net going through many intermediate states before it stabilizes. Call the 
completion of a level 1 computation a moment. For different states of the net and 
an input, ai, it might take a different number of moments to complete thle level 2 
computation. However when the level 2 computation is complete, the entire net is 
stable so that recomputing the level 1 computation will not change the state of any 
neuron in the net. Therefore it may be assumed that it takes the same number of 
moments to compute the next state function for each initial state and each input. 
Suppose the permutation induced by w takes a total of t moments to complete. 
Suppose the net is in state Si initially when the sequence is input. Then after k 
moments , k = 0, . . . , t, call the state of the net Sik. Clearly Sik # Sjk, i# j, as other- 
wise S, and SJ would be mapped onto the same state by f,+,. 
Since LQ is 2-linked then for each j = 1, . . . , m there exists either 1 or 2 neurons 
in Q; with axons leading to Qi+ ](modm). Let Ni = {n E Qj: there exists m such that 
(n, m) E A2 -Al ). It turns out that the state of the Nj’S determine the states Sik. 
Call Q, n S,, , for each i, k, j, the j-th coordinate of Sik. Let Pik = U,= 1 . . . . . m NjfTSik* 
Call N, fI S,k the j-th coordinate of Pik. 
3.9. Lemma. For each k = 0, . . . , t, Pik z Phk if i # h. 
Proof. Suppose Plx. = Phk for some i, h at moment k. The inputs into Qj+ l(modm) 
are completely determined by the input axons and Nj, so the inputs into Qj+ l(mod m) 
are the same for S,li and Shk, j= 1, . . . , m. By Lemma 3.4 each input induces either 
a constant map or the identity map. In the former case the (j+ l)-st coordinates 
of S,A * 1 and Shk + I are equal. In the latter case the map is undefined unless the 
(j+ I)-st coordinate of Sik and Shk are either 0 or Qj+ 1, both of which can be 
determined by the (j + I)-st coordmate of Pik and Phk. Therefore Sik+ 1= Shk + 1 but 
then S,,. = S,, contradicting that II is a non-trivial permutation. Cl 
Call two sets X and Y comparable if XC Y or YC X. It cannot be the case that 
for some i and h the j-th coordinates of Pik and Phk are comparable for all j with 
the containment always in the same direction. 
3. IO. 1 ,emma. There does not exist i, h with i# h such that Nj ITS, C Nj ITSh, for 
Proof. Suppose for some i# h, NJ f3 Sik c N, f& for j = 1, . . . , m. Then by Lemma 
3.8 ,v,ns,,, I cN;ns,,, I for j= I , . . ..m. and so NjnSitcNjnS,, for all j. That 
e j-th coordinate of TI(Si) is contained in the j-th coordinate of n(Sh). Let 
.x; L- z(.S,) and Si = TIN. Since 6, is transitive there exists a permutation 71’ in G, 
g .5’; to .Si . Suppose TI’ has order r. By using Lemma 3.8 repeatedly it is 
at for j= l,..., n2 since the j-t h coordinate of S; c j-th coordinate of Si then 
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the j-th coordinate of &(S;)C the j-th coordinate of z’($) and so the j-th 
coordinate of n’(Si) G the j-th coordinate of (IC’)~($) and so on, implying that 
NjnS; cNjfk’(S;)C, l ** C_ Nj n (n’)‘(S;) = Nj (7 S;. Therefore by Lemma 3.9 S; = Si 
contradicting i # h. Cl 
With two neurons it would appear that Nj could be in four possible states. 
However, at most two can occur at each moment, and if two do occur, they are 
comparable. 
3.11. TAemma. For each k = 0, . . 
or 2. Moreover if YI = Nj n Sik 
comparable. 
,tandeachj=l,...,m, j{Njn&:i=l,..., p}l=l 
and Y2 = Nj n Shk and p> 2 then Y, and Yz are 
Proof. If p I 2 the result is trivial. If Nj consists of a single neuron then Nj fl Sik =0 
or Nj, and the result follows. Suppose for some j, Nj consists of two neurons, nji 
and nj2. Then Nj n Sik has four possibilities: X0 = 0, Xi = Nj, X2 = { njl }, and 
X3 = { nj2). Of these only X2 and X3 are incomparable. Assume p> 2. 
Suppose for some j and two states Sio and She, Nj f7Si, and ‘y f&, are com- 
parable. By using Lernma 3.8 repeatedly, Nj + k f7 Sik and Nj + k f7 Shk are comparable 
for k=O, 1,2, . . . (though the order of containment may change). Moreover, at the 
t-th moment, the level 2 computation is complete, and the net is stable. That is, 
repeating the level 1 computation does not change the state of the net. Therefore 
Sit and Sh, are comparable in all coordinates. 
Suppose two states, Sir and Shr, are incomparable in every coordinate. Then each 
coordinate of Sit must be X2 or X3 with each coordinate of Shr being the other. By 
Lemma 3.8 the map induced on the j-th coordinate of Sir or Shr must be a constant 
map which when restricted to Nj is Cxz or Cx3. Let Snlt be a third state. Then the 
j-th coordinate of Smr is comparable to the j-th coordinate of either Sir or Shr. 
Suppose it is Si*. By lemma 3.8, then the (j+ 1)-st, (j+ 2)-nd, . . . coordinates will be 
comparable with the containment in the same order contradicting Lemma 3.10. 
Therefore, if p> 2, each pair of states, Sit and Shl, are comparable in every 
coordinate, and this must be true for each moment. 
Now suppose for some k, j, l{NjnSik: i= 1, . . . . p} I= 3. Then the elements of this 
set must be X0, X, , and X2 or X0, Xi, and X3 because they are comparable. 
Suppose in the previous moment (mod t) and the previous coordinate (mod nl) only 
two elements occur. Since the union of the ranges of the maps induced by these 
elements has three elements, then by Lemma 3.4 one must induce the identity map. 
But by Z ,emma 3.8 and the fact that these two elements are comparable, one induces 
the identity and the other is Cxo or Cx,. In either case the ranges of the two maps 
contain only two elements. Therefore at moment 0 all coordinates must contain 
three elements, X0, X1, X=X, or X3. Moreover the maps induced by these in the 
next moment must be C&,, Cxl, Cy, I’, X2 or X3 respectively. ut if this is the case 
there are two states, one of which is X, in each coordinate, the other of which is 
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X, in each coordinate contradicting Lemma 3.10. El 
By the previous lemmas the states Sik may be represented faithfully by the 
following sequences. For each i = 1, p and k = 0, . . . , t let & = (fikl, ti&2, . l l , fikm) 
where if the set of j-th coordinates at moment k contains only one element hen 
tikl = c and if the set of j-th coordinates contains two elements then tiki = 1 if the 
j-th coordinate of sik is the greater of these two and fikj = 0 otherwise. Moreover, 
by Lemma 3.10, it is not the case that one sequence is greater than or equal to 
another of those at the same moment in every coordinate. Therefore every sequence 
must contain at least one 1 and at least one 0. 
Consider the sequence, Tk, as written in a circle SO that tikl follows fikm. Then 
this circle can be divided into segments where each segment consists entirely of l’s 
and c’s cr O’s and c’s. Pictorially, for each Tik, we have a figure as in Figure 7. 
Fig. 7 
The shaded areas represent segments of l’s and c’s and the unshaded areas 
represent segments of O’s and c’s. It will be shown that the number of segments are 
the same for all Tk, that at each moment the segments merely ‘rotate’ about the 
ring. and that the segments of one Tik cannot rotate ‘faster’ than the segments of 
another. This will force the group GQ to be a solvable group. 
Let rni be the first coordinate of Tk where a 0 occurs. let m& be such that the 
II& + 1 coordinate of & is 1, but the I?$, rn: -t 1 , , . . . , m,!k coordinates of Tk are 0 
or C. (Here addition is taken mod m.) m;k is the last coordinate to the right of rn$ 
not equal to 1. Let rni be the last coordinate to the right of !?$k not equal to 0. 
Define m3 ,k, . . . , .m@ in this manner until the cycle is exhausted. Note that rni may 
have been in the middle of a segment but that t?& , . . , rnp mark the right-hand 
end of consecutive segments where the odd superscripted ones begin with a 0 and 
the even with a 1. 
The sequences A&. = I$~, . . . , m$ faithfully represent the states Sik. 
3.12. Lemma. For each k=O ,..., t, Mlk#i& if ifh. 
Proof. Since the coordinates of qk = c exactly where the coordinates of 7’j,k = c 
= i& then ck = 1 where Thk = 1 and Tk =0 where Thk =O. Therefore if 
M,, = Mhk then T, = ck;rk and Pik = Phk contradicting Lemma 3.9. Cl 
at the number of segments in Tk cannot increase in Tk+ 1 for 
ecrease since repeating the permutation several times 
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will yield the identity map. This will be true for each permutation in Gcr, and since 
G, is transitive the number of terms in Mik is the same for all i, k. 
3.13. Lemma. For each i= 1, . . . . p and each k=O, .. ..t- 1, J;:k~cf;.k+]. 
Proof. Consider a segment ikj = 1, tikj+ I= 1 or C, . . . , tikj+r = 1 or c of cr;:k where 
t* rkj+r+ 1 = 0. In the next moment none of fik+ ls can equal 0 for j + 1 SsS j + r. For 
suppose fik-- 1 = 1. Then the (s- l)-st coordinate of Pik is the greater of the two 
possible states occurring among the (s- 1)-st coordinates and so by Lemma 3.8 the 
s-th coordinate Of Pik+ 1 must be 1 or c. Similarly if fik-_ 1 = C then fik+ ls could = 0 
only if the input into Qs induces the identity may in which case fik+ ]+O since 
fiks#O. Therefore a segment of l’s and c’s cannot create a 0 in its interior. 
Similarly for a segment of O’s and c’s. A segment can be completely lost if the tail 
of the segment immediately preceding it joins the head of the segment immediately 
after it in the next moment, but a new segment can never be created. Cl 
Let f =the number of terms in Mik for each i and k. Since the number of 
segments remains fixed, the segments can be pictured as following each other 
around the circle. 
The segments of Tk become the segments of qk+i in the obvious way. 
Renumber the superscripts for m$+ 1, e = 1, . . . , f, k = 0, . . . , t - 1 so that m$+ 1 
marks the right-hand end of the segment hat the e-th segment of Tk becomes at 
moment k + 1. It should be noted here that it is not necessarily the case that if 
Sir = She then & = m&. For example, it is possible for a sequence (i.e., a state) to 
be mapped to itself without each of its segments being mapped to itself. 
The segments of one sequence will never travel around their circle faster than the 
segments of another sequence. 
3.14. Lemma. For some moment ksuppose the right-hand end of a segment in qk 
beginning with b = 0 or 1 agrees with the right-hand end of a segment in Thk 
beginning with b. Then these right-hand ends agree at moment k+ 1. 
Proof. Consider a segment in & beginning with a 1. The value of the coordinate 
immediately to the right of the segment is a 0. Suppose a segment in Thk beginning 
with a 1 ends in the same coordinate as this segment. If both segments end in c and 
in the next moment c induces the identity then the right-hand end of both segments 
doesn’t change in the next moment. If the c induces a constant map then both 
segments are extended to the right where they may join a string of c’s. By Lemma 
3.13 this string of c’s cannot completely ‘cover’ the next segment. The coordinate 
immediately to the right of the string must equal 0 and the end of the string will 
be the right-hand end of both segments. If both segments end in a 1 and the 1 
induces the identity map the right-hand ends stay fixed. If the l’s indu.ce aconstant 
map then the right-hand end will be extended by a chain of c’s or a 1 followed by 
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a chain of c’s, but again will have the same right-hand end. The result is similar if 
the segment begins with a 0. 0 
3.15. Lemma. Consider two sequences Tk and Thk at moment k. Consider the r-th 
segment of ‘T;.k beginning with a b. Suppose the s-th segment of Tj,k is such that it 
begins with a b, and there is no other segment of Thk beginning with b between the 
right-hand end of the s-th segment and the right-hand end of the r-th segment of
T,. Then this relation will hold between these segments at moment k+ 1. That is, 
if r and s are both even or both odd, and there exists a positive integer d < m such 
that mik + d = mik (mod m) and rnik + cs rni{ 2(mod f, (mod m) for c = 1,2, . . . , d - 1, 
then there exists a positive integer e such that rni, + 1 +- e= mi;,, 1 (mod m) and 
rn;, + I +cfm~~:-(~Odf) (mod m) for c= 1,2, . . ..e- 1. 
Proof. Suppose b = 1, the other case being similar. As in the proof of (3.14) the 
right-hand ends of the r-th segment of Kk and the s-th segment of Thk can only be 
extended by a string of c’s or a I followed by a string of c’s at moment k + 1. The 
end of the s-th segment of T,,k will remain to the left of the r-th segment unless the 
string of c’s adjoining the former reaches the string of c’s adjoining the latter in 
which case they will have the same right-hand end, that is, mL.+ 1 = rnik + I, 
Consider the pairs 
( f,l;k, rn;, ), (,,,:,+ %nod f 1, nls,,+ ?(mod .f) ), . . . , trnik+.f - Z(mod .f), nl;;.f -- WnOd f) ). 
By Lemma 3.14 if the members of one of these pairs are equal at moment k then 
they will be equal at each subsequent moment. Suppose q of these pairs are equal. 
Since the input sequence w may be repeated to induce the identity permutation, it 
i\ &at- that the number, q, must remain fixed at each moment. However, if 
rrri; . 1 # mil, + 1 (mod rn) then q is increased by at least 1. El 
Consider the set of right-hand ends of all segments beginning with a 1, of all se- 
qucnces, T;(,, i = I, . . . , p, and the set of right-hand ends of all segments beginning 
\f it h a 0. That is, let M’ = [ rn:,: r is even, i = 1, . . . , p} and MO = { mfO: r is odd, 
i= I,... . p). Input MT induces two maps f,:. : M’ ---+ M’ and fz : MO --+M” defined by 
the following. For b = 1 or 0, i = 1, . . . , p, I= b + I (mod 2), j$(m~;,) = m[[. By 
Lcsmma X14 these maps are well defined, and since f,,, is a permutation then so are 
.t;i’ and & . 
L tt .Z? = M” x !bI’. Let ~~~~ be any input sequence inducing the permutation f,,<, in 
c‘!,. Then f!‘,, b = 0, 1, may be defined in a similar way as ft was defined. (The 
tor;ll number of moments i may be different.) Then ~9~ induces the permutation 
1;; -f’,‘::; x.r‘,! , on M. Let G) = (f,$ w1 induces f,,, in Go}. 
a. Go is u homomorphic image of G& 
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Proof. Let h : Gb --*G, be the map h(j@@,) =f,, . Clearly &,fL2 =fblw2, and so h is 
a homomorphism. Cl 
Finally, we have the results for rank 2 nets. 
3.17. Theorem. Let L E CFNZ. Then L% W(&, U1, Uz, U3, ZP: p is prime). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show G2, is solvable by lemma 3.16, Theorems 1.12 and 
1.15. Suppose w induces f,,& G& For each y in Mb (b =0, l), let the immediate 
successor of y be the element z E Mb, z#y, such that there does not exist z1 E Mb 
and positive integers c, d such that y + c= z1 (mod m), z1 + d=z (mod m), and c + d 
is the least positive integer such that y + c+ d= z (mod m). let ne, be the permuta- 
tion on Mb defined by zb(y) = immediate successor of y. Clearly zb is a single orbit 
permutation on M b. By Lemma 3.15 f,b commutes with zb. Suppose for some 
y, yl E Mb, f;:(y) =yl. Since nb has only one orbit then y1 = 7$(y) for some s. Then 
for each jz 0, ft(n{(y)) = I$( f:(y)) = @i(y) = 7c#( y)) and so fi = n& 
Therefore GQ c (Q) x (q) and the result follows. Cl 
A more complicated argument can be used to show that Gb is, in fact, cyclic. 
This will not be presented here. 
At the next rank it is possible to obtain unsolvable subgroups. In fact it can be 
shown that the symmetric groups, &, can be obtained for all n, and hence every 
group appears as a subgroup. However the following construction yields certain 
unsolvable groups in a natural way, consistent with the previous constructions. 
For n > 2 and p prime consider the n x n matrices over Zp, Eu, whose every com- 
ponent is 0 except for the i, j component which equals 1. Let 1* be the n x n identity 
matrix. Consider the set . // = {M,2, I&, . . . , M,, _ ln, M,, ) where Mu = I,, + Eij , let 
V=the vector space 2: written as row vectors, and let G be the group generated 
by the elements of -4. Since for j#i-1, AdtiMjj+IM$Mj;~I=Mi,., (where the 
addition to j is taken mod n) then for j#i it is clear that Mij E G. It is well known 
(see [3]) that {MU : i# j} generate SL,(Z,). 
The effect of multiplying a vector, v E V, by a matrix Mii+ 1 is the addition of the 
i-th component of v to the (i+ l)-st component. Let .-/fr = . 4 - (Mnl }, and let 
Gr = (, lf,}. Then the effect of multiplying a vector by an element in Gr is a series 
of additions of lower components to higher components. The inclusion of M,ll in 
the set of generators for G necessitates some ‘feedback’. A machine modelling this 
feedback may be constructed in CFN3. 
. Theorem. For each n 2 2 there exists a net, L tz CFN,, such that Ls contains 
PSUZ2). 
roof. Consider the net in Figure 8. 
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There are two rank 2 nets, Lr containing neurons { 1,2,3,4}, and L; containing 
neurons (1’,2‘, 3’,4’), and some axons from Lr to L;. This net is a series composi- 
tion of L, and L;. 
Let I (I’) be the state of L1 (L;) defined by neuron 1 (1’) on and neurons 2,3,4 
(2: 3’,4’) off, and let 0 (0’) be the state defined by neuron 3 (3’) on and neurons 
1.2.4 (1’,2’,4’) off. Let ca be the inp;*t a= {I1,Iz}, and b be the input b= {I&}. 
Xote that input I, fixes both I and 0. The permutation on the set {I, 0) x (I’, 0’) 
induced by the input sequence ab is fab = ((O,O’))((O, [‘))((I, O’)(I, I’)). If I (I’) and 0 
(0’) are considered as I and OE Zz then fah adds (mod 2) the ‘value’ of Lr to &. In 
this way fU!, represents the matrix &fli+ i from the discussion preceding the theorem. 
Clearly a rank 3 net, L, such that Ls contains PSL,(&) can be constructed by 
linking 17 copies of the subnet L, in a circle along with the appropriate input axons, 
where the axons between consecutive lements of the circle are as in Figure 8. Cl 
3.19. Corollary. CFN;$ CFN:. 2 
Since PSL,(Z,) contains the symmetric group, S,, as a subgroup, it is possible to 
obtain each finite group as a subgroup of Ls for some rank 3 net, L. That is, it is 
possibie to find input sequences which induce permutations which generate the 
desired group. But these input sequences may be arbitrarily long. A more difficult 
task is to construct a net whose semigroup contains the desired group for which the 
input sequences inducing the generators of the group are as short as possible. By 
Note 3 after Definition 2.3 the shortest sequence that can induce a non-trivial per- 
mutation on states has length 2. 
3.20. Definition. .A group, G, is length k realizable at rank r if there exists a rank 
r net. and a set of input sequences W= (w], w2, .. . , wm} such that ) w;l Sk, 
11: 1, . . . , III, and (4 ,,.,, .. . JW7>~~ 6. 
It should be noted that PSL,(Z2) is length 2 realizable at rank 3. 
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Proof. Let V be the vector space V&Zzrn and number the dimensions of V 
1,2,3, .,.,m,‘i,Z, . ..+.fi. Let M,j,k,l be the matrix Mi,j,k,l=MbjMk,l. Let G be the 
commutator subgroup of O&(2)* It is known (see [3]) that G is generated by the 
set 
Let Al be the set 
Since 
for j#i-1 
.!~i,i,~~Mj,j+ l,j3,iW,j,i[Mj,j+ l,,.G,~=M,j+l,,S,~ 
then Mi,j,i i^ E (A~) for all i# j. Moreover since if ic j, j+ 2, 
.Mj,2,5,,~Ml,q,2,i1~j,2,Z,~Mi,I,i,i^Mj,2,ZJrM1,2,2,i 
M* 5,2,&J _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
and similarly Mt j, J i E(.Q then (A$)=G. 
Let L and z be two copies of the net constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.18 
where the copies of the subnet L1, in L are numbered 1,2,3, . . . , m and the copies 
in z are numbered I,2 , . . . , rfz, and the links between these subnets in L go from the 
i-th subnet o the li+ l)-st subnet (mod m) and the links in z go from the i?th subnet 
to the (i-)-St subnet (mod m) for each i. Let L4 be a net constructed from L and 
z with axons from the subnets 1 and 2 of L (subnets 1 and 2 of L) to the subnets 
f and 2 of L^ (subnets 1 and 2 of L). Clearly with the appropriate input axons and 
connecting axons, L4 can be constructed so that Liz G. Pictorially L4 is shown in 
Figure 9. Each Qj (Qj^> is a copy of L1. Since there are axons from only two Qj (Q,?) 
L4 is 2-linked, and L4 E CFN4. cl 
Fig. 9 
4. Comments 
In this section the necessity of the restrictions placed on nets for membership in 
CFN are discussed, and some comments are made on motivation. 
(i) Local stability. The concept of local stability, though not formally defined, 
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appears in (21. There the author calls the stable states ‘real’ and the intermediate 
states ‘imaginary’ and conjectures that the introduction of imaginary values to logic 
has great power. He also constructs a rank 2 net which contains Z2 as a subgroup 
of its associated semigroup. 
The following procedure formally defines the next-state function, 
6 : 2N x 2’ +2N, for a machine interpretation of a locally stable net, L = (N, A, I, t) 
with partition sequence PI, Pz, . . . , P,. It has been noted that the level i computa- 
tion may take several intermediate steps before stabilizing. Call these steps instants, 
indexed by the variable u which is initially 0. 
For each fi EN let B” C A be the set of axons beginning at n and let En c A UI 
be the axons ending at n. Let NU E N be the set of neurons ‘on’ at instant U. For 
each SgAUI let ?=set of aolns in S which carry a pulse at instant u. Let Ai, 
j= 1, . ..( r + 1, b;A defined from PI, j= 1, . . . . F, as before. Let A$ =A U I+. Let 
B,“=B”nA,. 
Suppose the net is in state :s and J is input. Consider the following recursive 
procedure. 
Input: i = level of computation; 14 = beginning instan.t 
Output: El I = instant of completion; NU’= state of machine at completion 
Procedure: LEVEL COMP (i, u) 
Step 1: u+u 
Step 2: if i# 1 then go to step 3 
else NU + ’+{nEN: 1 E”fl(AUI)“I 1 t(n)} 
(A W ‘+ ‘t&U UncAw+, B: 
t!+f.l+ 2 
if A;‘#Ay- ’ then go to step 2 
else (A U 1)” = ii; U u,, Nt, Bf 
U’+- I, 
return 
Step 3: do LEVEL COMP (i- 1, U) 
if A/‘#Ay then D+U‘ go to step 3 
else (A U I)“’ = &‘+ l U u, E NU’ Bf+ 1
return 
TO compute S(S, J), let u = 0, let fl = S, let (A U 1)’ = UnES B” U J and do 
LEVEL COMP (I; 0). When it returns, 6(S, J) =A”‘. 
(ii) Mibition-free. The proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.8 and subsequent theorems 
end on the nets being inhibition-free. In particular Theorem 3.17 (the semigroup 
rank 2 net is solvable) is no longer true if inhibition is allowed. In fact, given 
utation on n letters, it is possible to construct a rank 2 net with inhibition 
induces the permutation, though it is not clear that 
of the sequence is restricted to be ~2. 
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(iii) 2-linked. Though 2-linked nets appear naturally at ranks 3 and 4, it is not 
clear that 2 is a necessary upperbound on the number of links. It COCA be shown that 
there exists a S-linked rank 2 net whose associated semigroup contains S5. 
Therefore if Theorem 3.17 is to hold the nets must be at most 4-linked. However 
lemma 3.11 depends heavily on 2-Iinkedness, and it is not clear that an equivalent 
lemma can be proven with 3 or more links. 
(iv) Circular feedback. It is clear that the i-th level graphs, Gi, i = 1, . . . , r, each 
muot contain a closed path. for there to be a distinction in the associated semigroup 
of nets of different rank. Moreover it can be shown that if a connected component 
of Gi is allowed more than a simple circuit than it is possible to realize any group 
at rank 2. 
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